NAVIGATE AND COMMUNICATE

—FARKLES

AMPS, MIXERS: 136
POWER ADAPTERS: 137
RADIOS/CAMERAS: 138-139
MOUNTS: 140-143
EAR SPEAKERS: 144-145

SPEEDOMETERS/
THERMOMETERS: 146-147
CLOCKS/WATCHES: 148-149

“I never aspired to being a great traveler. I was simply a young man, typical of my age; we traveled as a matter of course. I rejoice that I want when the going was good.”

—Evelyn Waugh, 1934
**RECHARGEABLE MINI AMP**

This tiny amp is designed to boost the output of any mobile device by 200%. A rugged little unit with a smooth-action machined aluminum volume control. Go lightly, though. If used at full volume and output over an extended period of time, you may potentially damage your hearing or headphones. Functions over 20 hours on included rechargeable battery. 17" audio cord. A/C charger and dual output audio jack/splitter included. $62.00 #3966

**FOUR CHANNEL AUDIO MIXER + AMPLIFIER**

The MixIt2 is designed for motorcycle applications. It provides four inputs for connecting and combining signals from radar detectors, radios, CD players, MP3 players, XM receivers, talking GPSs, CBs, FRS radios, cell phones, etc. Power is supplied by an internal 9V battery (lasts about 25 hrs) or a filtered 12V external power jack to provide clean, noise-free listening.

This signal mixer prevents feedback damage when combining multiple audio sources, and its internal amplifier helps portable music players sound louder, cleaner and better. Features include a power/volume control knob, two stereo inputs, two isolated mono inputs (that do not require special cables for Garmin GPS and Escort radar detectors), an output jack and ‘power on’ and ‘battery low’ indicator LEDs. Rotary volume controller allows you to mute all devices simultaneously, which is handy in urban situations or at toll booths. 5.5"×2.5"×1". 5.5 oz. $159.00 #3950

**TWO JACK MINI AMPLIFIER**

Many personal players do not provide quite enough volume to blast over wind noise or past earplugs. The Boostaroo can help. Plug it into the audio jack of your radio/scanner/whatever, then connect your helmet or earplug speakers. Voila, the sound level is increased by about a third. Input device volume adjustments remain functional, but everything tops at a greater volume. Clearly and cleanly, too. About a 12dB gain in a typical ear speaker. Two AA batteries (not included) last about 20 hours. There are two jacks so a passenger can listen along. 40mw per channel. $27.00 #3075

**INLINE EARSPEAKER VOLUME CONTROL**

All headphones and ear speakers should have volume controls. This compact thumbwheel control box may be used inline or mounted anywhere handy using double stick tape or adhesive hook and loop. Volume adjust wheel is easily controlled with a gloved finger. For all 3.5mm stereo jacks. 1.75"×.75". Cord length: 39". $12.00 #3855

**IGNITION NOISE FILTER**

If your teeth are on edge from dealing with an annoying noise in your speakers or headphones, chances are you need this. Greatly minimizes stray electrical noise or whine produced by some motorcycle ignition/electrical systems. Simple installation. $15.00 #4930

---

*Image of each product mentioned.*
12V SAE TO CIGARETTE LIGHTER ADAPTER
A handy adapter that stores easily in a tank bag or pocket to give you power when you need it. Standard lighter accessory plug with SAE connector. Great for powering accessories like heated gear, or can prevent you from being stranded by charging your bike battery after hooking it up to a car’s power socket with the appropriate SAE connector to your bikes battery.

#2776 $9.00

USB POWER SUPPLY KIT
The quick and easy way to power or re-charge USB devices, anywhere, anytime. Includes a compact, folding AC wall charger and a 12V adapter for your bikes accessory outlet (cigarette lighter plug). Compatible with any device capable of charging via USB, including cell phone, digital camera, MP3 player, GPS and more. Wall charger (2"x2"x.5"), 12V adapter (3"x1.25"x.5").

#851 $29.00

SAE TO USB ADAPTER
Easily charge or power a smart phone, MP3 player, tablet or other USB electronic device with this handy SAE to USB adapter. 12V in USB's 5.0V out.

#3158 $20.00

USB 12V SOCKET
Charge and power electronic devices via USB outlet connected directly to your motorcycle battery. High quality weather-resistant design with integrated cover. Quick, efficient and easy charging for your mobile electronic devices, without the need for extra adapters. Color-coded battery terminal leads with rings make for simple installation. In-line 7.5 amp fuse. 20" long.

#3186 $25.00

12V DUAL USB SOCKET
Easy, accessible power for your electronic devices (smart phone, GPS, MP3) to keep them running and charging while you ride. Mounts securely to 7/8” and 1” handlebars. Features dual 5 volt/2 Amp USB ports with a water and weather resistant rubber cap to keep the elements out when not in use. Includes 38” of wire from socket and 12” long cord with in-line mini-fuse for connection to your bike’s power supply. Easy connect/disconnect with SAE style plugs. Convenient, reliable power for all of your devices.

#3201 $28.00

10W DUAL USB ADAPTER
Low profile dual USB power supply plugs into standard 12V lighter socket to charge or power USB devices. Includes cables for charging iPod, iPad and iPhones (3, 3GS, 4 & 4S), and Android, smartphones and tablets. Or plug in your own USB cables for twelve watts of charging power per port. This is the fastest charging, most powerful lighter socket charger available. 12V in, 5.0V USB out. 10 Watts, 2.4 amps.

#4383 $44.00

3.5MM INTERCOM SYSTEM AUDIO JACK ADAPTER
Adapts any 5, 7 or 8 pin motorcycle intercom system connector (Most types, OEM Gold Wing, Harley, etc.) to a standard 3.5mm/1/8” stereo plug for use with earbuds and ear speakers.

#3900 $19.00

AUDIO ADAPTER KIT
Stay plugged in anytime and anywhere, with this complete five piece 3.5mm audio adapter kit. Includes 3’ audio cable, 2.5mm cell phone adapter, RCA adapter, airplane adapter and headphone splitter. Packs small but offers huge versatility. High quality injection molded adapters.

#4354 $18.00

DUAL USB ADAPTER
Conveniently charge any USB powered electronics through your motorcycle’s 12-volt outlet. Housed in a sturdy ABS plastic with spring loaded tip that fits most outlets. Two USB 5 volt outlets: 1 Amp and 2.1 Amp. 2.2"x1". Assorted colors.

#4482 $9.00

USB 12V SOCKET
Charge and power electronic devices via USB outlet connected directly to your motorcycle battery. High quality weather-resistant design with integrated cover. Quick, efficient and easy charging for your mobile electronic devices, without the need for extra adapters. Color-coded battery terminal leads with rings make for simple installation. In-line 7.5 amp fuse. 20" long.

#3186 $25.00

12V DUAL USB SOCKET
Easy, accessible power for your electronic devices (smart phone, GPS, MP3) to keep them running and charging while you ride. Mounts securely to 7/8” and 1” handlebars. Features dual 5 volt/2 Amp USB ports with a water and weather resistant rubber cap to keep the elements out when not in use. Includes 38” of wire from socket and 12” long cord with in-line mini-fuse for connection to your bike’s power supply. Easy connect/disconnect with SAE style plugs. Convenient, reliable power for all of your devices.

#3201 $28.00

10W DUAL USB ADAPTER
Low profile dual USB power supply plugs into standard 12V lighter socket to charge or power USB devices. Includes cables for charging iPod, iPad and iPhones (3, 3GS, 4 & 4S), and Android, smartphones and tablets. Or plug in your own USB cables for twelve watts of charging power per port. This is the fastest charging, most powerful lighter socket charger available. 12V in, 5.0V USB out. 10 Watts, 2.4 amps.

#4383 $44.00
Perfect for capturing the license plate of the minivan that just cut you off, or the moments just before the inattentive vehicle following in your lane rear-ends you. (Eeow!) Uses two wide-angle 140º lens, water resistant cameras to record high quality 1080p/30fps or 720p/30fps video. Loop recording times can be set to capture from 1 to 10 minute clips, stored to a high speed memory card (compatible with up to 64GB storage, not included) allowing up to 9 hours of recording capacity. If the memory is full, the oldest file will be overwritten by the most recent ride footage. The most recently recorded clips can be permanently saved with a quick push of the remote control button to archive the two most current recording sequences.

The system also features a 3-axis sensor to detect dramatic speed changes that may result from an incident which will automatically save the current video. (Great for capturing footage of a favorite section of mountain twisties, too.) The compact control module (3”×2.4”×.86”) features a full-color 2.7” LCD screen, with information screens making camera set-up simple and providing live-stream display from front, back or both cameras as split-screen view. The non-waterproof display screen allows the unit to be mounted in view while riding, but during wet or cold weather, it can be housed in the included mil-spec textile storage pouch for relocation under the seat or in a tankbag.

The GPS Module is small enough to mount anywhere (2.5’x1.25”) and works with available Registrator software to allow displaying route and current position, including direction of travel, for each video. Allows clickable search for route videos along riding routes.

An integrated safety and security feature allows recording for up to 1 hour after the bike is parked. Particularly useful where your motorcycle might be susceptible to vandalism or hit-and-runs.

This ultra-reliable system includes front and rear cameras, GPS module, DVR Unit with LCD screen, wired remote control, 12V adapter, USB power lead, splitter cables, pivoting mounts, storage case and several mounting brackets, screws and 3M adhesive pieces.

#4427 $265.00
**LONG RANGE WEATHER ALERT RADIO**

Detailed weather information anywhere, anytime — direct from National Weather Service or Environment Canada. Digital technology delivers forecasts, current conditions, alerts and warnings for your specific area, with tone, voice or tri-color lighted display alerts. Durable weatherproof design. Select specific home channel, or use travel mode to scan and lock in on the strongest local signal. Over 60 emergency alerts. Also features an alarm clock with snooze feature. Great for up-to-date weather updates no matter where the road takes you. Includes rechargeable battery pack (also runs of 3 AA batteries – not included), Drop-in charger, AC adapter and belt clip. Black. 6.5”×2”×8”, 1 lb.

#3267 $69.00

---

**EXTERNAL POWER CASE FOR GOPRO 3, 3+ & 4**

Never miss ride footage again because of dead batteries. X-PWR power case provides all-weather camera protection and an external USB cable for a continuous power supply. Run all the Hero 3 or Hero 4 battery draining apps like Bluetooth interface all day, without worries of losing power. Allows recording of up to 9 hours of video on a 64GB micro SD card. Kit includes all-weather camera case and 18” B-CAPPed USB Cable (camera not included).

X-PWR Kit #3245 $59.00
Optional 12” or 24” Cable (Specify) #3246 $11.00

---

**AM/FM STEREO WEATHER RECEIVER**

Sure your high-tech, app-infested mobile do-everything phone thingy will show an up-to-the-minute radar map-in-motion and allow you to find out what the weather is going to be anywhere, a week from some Tuesday….but even if you are off the cell service grid, this compact pocket radio easily tunes in your local weather forecasts on AM, FM and all seven NOAA Weather Alert frequencies.

Features include a built-in speaker, headphones with 4’ cord and 3.5mm jack, clock, removable belt clip, auto channel seek, 19 memory presets, battery power indicator, external plug-in antenna, 90 minute auto shut off option and PLL synthesized tuning system. Uses two AA batteries (not included). 4”×2.5”×.75”.

#3916 $69.00

---

**HOOK & LOOP GOPRO MOUNT**

Section of loop sewn above the logo pocket on any textile Aerostich Jacket or Suit. Includes mated adhesive hook for the back of the camera’s waterproof housing and a quick-attaching safety cord, allowing you to use this small video camera on-the-go. Superior point-of-view compared to helmet or handlebar mounted camera placement. Wears un-noticably as part of your jacket or suit. Tested for thousands of miles in all types of weather. Seam taped behind. Available for all R-3 (Light, City, Tactical, Stealth) Roadcrafter Classic, Darien, Darien Light and Falstaff suits and jackets. Black.

#344 $35.00
RAM MOUNT SYSTEMS

All RAM systems use a 1” ball and socket system. This super strong rubber ball and socket system provides mounting flexibility and protects electronics from damage due to vibration. All components are interchangeable so you can switch attachments at either end of the clamping stalk for maximum versatility.

BASES: ATTACH EXTENSION TO YOUR BIKE

HANDLEBAR CONTROL BASE
A mounting ball that attaches to your bike’s handlebar clutch/brake perch, left or right side. Also accepts an Extra Ball to make it a double mount.

- Single Ball Control Base #6210 $12.00
- Double Ball Control Base #6302 $20.00
- Extra Ball Only #6227 $10.00

HANDLEBAR U-BOLT BASE
A handlebar clamp base with one or two balls. Add spacer to protect finish or to fit on smaller bars.

- Single Ball #6229 $14.00
- Double Ball #6289 $24.00
- Spacer #6279 $2.50

TOUGH-CLAW BASE
Perfect mounting base for quick and easy toolless installation and removal on round, square, odd shaped rails and bars. It can be clamped on rails from 0.625” to 1.5” diameter. Ideal for mounting tablets, action cameras, smartphones, rod holders...the options are limited only by your imagination. 4.25”×1.18”. Black.

- #6303 $30.00

EXTENSIONS: CONNECT MOUNT TO A BASE

RAM DOUBLE SOCKET ARM
A tightening screw on the side of the arm clamps firmly in place, and allows you to pivot the ball and socket connection or completely disconnect the ball from the socket.

- 1.75” #6228 $13.00
- 3” #6285 $14.00
- 5.25” #6286 $19.00

RAM UNIVERSAL MOUNTS
Camera base with ¼” screw mount and 1” ball. Works with all cameras and camcorders with threaded mounting holes. Other two type adaptable to all kinds of devices and platforms.

- Camera #3689 $10.00
- Round #6226 $7.00
- Diamond #6284 $7.00

DOUBLE SOCKET SWIVEL ARM
Dual 1” diameter open ball sockets with a 360˚ center rotation point for unsurpassed adjustability.

- #6300 $18.00

PLATE MOUNT
Custom mount any device to a RAM mount system. Numerous pre drilled holes/patterns for mounting a variety of devices. 2”×6.25”.

- #6277 $16.00
TOUGH CLAW CLAMP KIT
An elegantly simple but super tough kit to secure any modern smartphone to the handlebars of your motorcycle. Sturdy enough to keep a tight grip over streets and big enough to hold a Galaxy S2 or iPhone 6 plus. Three modular pieces combine to make one spiffy unit that is a snap to put on and take off, staying in place with a handy, easy-grip twist knob. Choose from three arm lengths to use your phone for navigation, taking ride footage, playing your favorite tunes or just to keep it at the ready. 1.75", 3" or 5.25" arm lengths.

1.75" Kit #6304 $57.00
3" Kit #6305 $60.00
5.25" Kit #6306 $63.00

CNC LOW PROFILE BAR MOUNT
Superlative alloy construction with a universal clamp saddle to fit standard 7/8" handlebars. Beautifully made and fully adjustable 2.25"×3" platforms. Precision CNCs with a rotatable Allen-lockable upper nylon ball joint for smooth, repositionable operation. The lower joint can be positioned fore-and-aft or laterally and the upper joint swivels in all directions with a cutout so it can be nearly 90° to the stem. Position a device as low as 1.6" above handlebars for those navigational aids that don’t need to be up so high.

Low Profile #6215 $54.00

UNIVERSAL X-GRIP HOLDER
Securely holds a cell phone or other handheld device with a unique spring loaded X-Grip design. Rubber coated tips hold device firm and stable. 1" ball. Min/Max device width .875"/3.25".

#3687 $24.00

RAIL-HANDLEBAR MOUNT KIT
An evolved system for quickly and securely mounting your smartphone to your bike. The included X-Grip® cradle has a spring-loaded four leg design that sports great holding power without hiding your phone behind foam pads and plastic, expanding and contracting for a custom fit. The mount is designed with a RAM 1 in. ball and socket system adjustment points at both ends of the double socket arm, allowing for almost infinite viewing angles. A zinc coated u-bolt base attaches securely into handlebars, or any tube up to 1.25" in diameter. Works with devices with or without a case. X-Grip Dimensions: Min. width = 1.875", Max. width = 3.25", Depth = 0.875".

Kit w/ 1.75" Arm #6307 $47.00
Kit w/ 3" Arm #6308 $50.00
Kit w/ 5.25" Arm #6309 $53.00

QUICK-RELEASE DEVICE MOUNT
Securely mount your phone or mobile device to your handlebars. Rotating and pivoting head design allows for multiple viewing angles. Adjustable locking cradle design squeezes device securely in place.

#4359 $22.00

SLIPSTREAMER RADAR MOUNT
Elegant and rugged construction. Nicely made and very adjustable, this bracket holds a myriad of possibilities for the motorcycle gadgeteer. Lightweight aluminum bar and brackets make it easy to modify (saw, file, big hammer, etc...) for other custom mounting of applications like radios, GPSs, etc. Plate is 4.25"×3.3".

7/8" Bars #2296 $35.00
1" Bars #2297 $35.00
**IPHONE/ANDROID AMBIENT TEMP SENSOR**

A tiny thermometer for your mobile device that lets you measure temperatures no matter where you are. Better than online sources or other apps that need a mobile signal and rely on reports from weather stations miles away from your actual location. Plug into the audio input port on your device to deliver immediate and precise temperatures or add an extension cable to eliminate device generated heat pollution for even more accurate readouts. Download the free iOS or Android app for your device to measure and track accurate real-time temperatures everywhere you go. Machined aluminum construction. Operating temperature range from -40°F to 260°F. Unique keychain storage design so it goes where you go. 1.43"×.31", .25 oz. Choose scratch resistant Black or Premium anodized Aluminum version.

- Black #4390 $30.00
- Premium #4391 $45.00
- 20cm Extension Cable #4392 $8.00

**IPHONE/IPOD FM TRANSMITTER**

Digital FM Transmitter plugs into your iPhone or iPod to stream music or audio directly from your playlist through an on-bike FM stereo system. Easy to read interface displays frequency you are transmitting through. Device draws minimal power, but allows for charging through a micro USB cable (not included) while in operation. Compatible with iPod touch (3rd and 4th generation), iPhone 4S, iPhone 4 and iPhone 3GS.

#4355 $49.00

**WATERPROOF IPHONE MOUNT**

Attach your iPhone 4/4S to your bike with waterproof security. Rugged plastic case with silicone liner protects from knocks, scratches, rain, mud and more, tested to IXP4 water protection standard. Touch sensitive membrane allows complete access to all applications, with weather-sealed ports for cameras, headphones and cables. Case rotates for easy vertical or horizontal viewing. Included mounting bracket suitable for bars up to 1.5" diameter. Optional heavy-duty quick release AMPS mount adapter works with RAM gadget mounts. 5.6"×3.1"×.8", 3.2 oz.

- Waterproof iPhone Case #3147 $45.00
- AMPS Mount #3149 $15.00

**WEATHERPROOF IPHONE CASE & MOUNT**

Shield your iPhone 5, 5s or 5c from any elements or bumps while on the road, while securely mounting to handlebars for easy access. The shockproof case is weatherproof, protecting your phone from rain, sleet or snow – it can even endure a brief submersion under water. Swivels 360º for horizontal or vertical use. Touch sensitive screen and built-in camera ports allow full functionality and easy operation. Compatible with existing Ram® mounts, or add an optional Handlebar Mount to secure it to your bike. The optional Control/Reservoir Mount offers unique mounting options to the handlebar control clamps on the clutch or brake side, replacing factory pinch bolts on most metric and all Harley control mounts.

- Weatherproof Case #3189 $69.00
- Handlebar Mount #3190 $39.00
- Control/Reservoir Mount #3191 $39.00

**BIKE MOUNT WEATHERCASE**

Improved protection for your iPhone 6 from rain and road grime that attaches securely to your handlebars. Sturdy, easy-to-use mount adjusts phone in vertical or horizontal configuration. Slim, quick release design slides easily into a pocket when you’re off the bike. Ultrasonically welded waterproof fabric, rain proof zippers and snug padding protect from the elements and vibrations while allowing full access to touchscreens, front and rear cameras, and on-bike recharging. Lightweight and easy way to keep your phone safe and dry on rides.

- Weatherproof Case #3189 $69.00
- Handlebar Mount #3190 $39.00
- Control/Reservoir Mount #3191 $39.00

#4422 $34.00
**VELOCITY CLIP PHONE MOUNT**

If you are ready to start capturing rides with your smartphone camera, want to navigate using GPS or Maps, or have other apps you want to access during your ride (weather, speed traps, etc.), then this is the mount you need. Fits almost all smartphones, including iPhone 6 and 6 plus, Samsung Galaxy, Sony, Noikia Lumia and more. The handlebar mount attaches to all motorcycles and scooters and will adjust to fit bicycles, ATV’s and snowmobiles too.

Includes the Velocity Clip (the mount that holds your device) and a Bike Mount accessory to secure it to the handlebars. Allows for hands free filming, at all angles forward and backward. Secure rubber grips ensure the phone won’t fall out, even when riding in rough terrain. Designed to leave the screen free, so you can access the on-screen controls and watch live video. Equipped with a 1/4-20” tripod thread adapter for tripod mounting, too.

#2291 $39.00

---

**QUICK RELEASE IPHONE MOUNT**

Quickly fasten your iPhone 4 or 4S to your bike for any ride. Adjusts to any handlebar size and latches down for added stabilization to safely handle vibrations and bumps along the road. Vertical or horizontal viewing modes, durable mount protects your phone without hindering access to headphone jack, speakers, volume, and cameras.

#4364 $24.00

---

**CELL BUCKLE TWO PACK**

A convenient and simple solution for mounting a smart phone, GPS, iPod, or other handheld electronic device to your handlebars, windscreen, tankbag or virtually anywhere. Also will securely hold your sunglasses, camera, flashlight or any small item thanks to the adjustable locking slider that opens up to 3” in diameter. Includes lock-rings to use with handlebars for no-slip attachment. Includes two Cell Buckles, one Thin version to fit onto handlebars up to 1” in diameter and a Large one to secure on wider diameter bars (up to 1.5”) or to attach to a steering wheel, airline tray, treadmill or anywhere you want access to your device. A versatile, easy-to-use and secure device storage solution. Black.

#4450 $29.00

---

**CYCLE E-PASS**

Low profile holder for riders who use electronic toll tags like EZ-Pass, M-Tag, I-Pass, Smart Tag, Fast Pass, etc. Use the electronic lanes and never stop at another toll booth again. What’s that worth? Mounts easily on all handlebar sizes. Sportbike version includes adapter for mirror stem mounting. Black. 3.75”x3.25”x3”.

Standard #4275 $22.00
Sportbike #4277 $24.00

---

**STANDARD**

**SPORTBIKE**

---

**ORDER AEROSTICH.COM 800.222.1994**
THE FIRST (AND STILL BEST) NOISE-BLOCKING IN-EAR SPEAKERS

Etymotic Research was founded in 1983 to provide products that protect hearing, and enhance the listening experience of musicians and music lovers everywhere. With deep roots in acoustic research, Etymotic invented the first insert earphones in 1984. The original design used balanced armature receivers and immediately established these speakers as the gold standard for high definition in-ear earphones.

In 1991, Etymotic introduced the first noise-isolating high-fidelity in-ear headphone, the ER-4, which became the basis of all subsequent in-ear earphones and in-ear monitors worldwide, and created an entire category of consumer electronics.

The ER-4 earphones are still produced and channel-balanced to within 1 dB in Etymotic’s labs in the US. These earphones are used by scientists, professional and amateur musicians, and others (including many motorcyclists) who insist on superior sound quality. If you try a pair of Etymotic earphones, we are confident you will not be disappointed. Hear the difference quality makes.

HFS EARSPEAKERS

No compromise, high-performance noise-isolating earphones that deliver best-in-class benefits at an affordable price. These comfortable wearing earsets reduce external sounds by about 35-42 dB which surpasses even active noise cancellation systems (for comparison, the Koss blocks about 8-12 dB). These fill that silence with an extended high frequency range and an excellent deep bass response. Includes nylon travel pouch, three pairs of replacement ear tips (3-Flange, Foam and Glider styles), adjustable keeper-clip, filter removal tool and replacement filters. 48” cord, 1/8” (3.5mm) headphone jack.

#3135 $139.00

HF5 Review by Steve

MCS EARSPEAKERS

Tight, accurate bass with crystal clear high-frequency detail is the sound delivered with these best-in-class earphones. Includes an assortment of ear tips for a secure, comfortable and customizable fit with industry leading noise-isolating properties, reducing ambient noise by 35-42 dB. A Kevlar® reinforced 4 foot cord with built in cable slider ensures durability and accurate sound quality for many riding seasons of listening pleasure. Includes zippered nylon carrying case, Three pairs of replacement ear tips (3-Flange, Foam and Glider styles), adjustable keeper-clip, filter removal tool and replacement filters. 48” cord, 1/8” (3.5mm) headphone jack.

#3134 $69.00

KOSS EARPLUG SPEAKERS

Earplug and earbud design helps seal out wind noise and directs speaker sounds right into your ear canal for a deep bass and greater clarity. Foam ear cushions expand slowly for a comfortable custom fit and good noise isolation. The Koss Earplug Speakers are an affordable way to experiment with sound... they are just foam earplugs with quality, built-in speakers, and they’re perfect for use in places with high levels of outside noise. Affordable, comfortable, effective. Not for Riding Use because you might get in an accident if you miss any road noises. (What about cars with air conditioning, lots of sound insulation, and big stereo systems? What about those, huh?). 4’ cord.

#3081 $19.00

“...there are no clearance problems in my helmet and they isolate sounds well. A lot of the annoying sounds are blocked out (even at 100MPH), but I can still hear elements of traffic so I still have an awareness of my surroundings. Best of all, I can keep the volume on my iPod/iPhone below the halfway point and still hear my playlists easily. I’m also in airplanes a lot and these are lifesavers when a family with little kids are on board.” —HF5 Review by Steve

KOSS EARPLUG SPEAKERS

Earplug and earbud design helps seal out wind noise and directs speaker sounds right into your ear canal for a deep bass and greater clarity. Foam ear cushions expand slowly for a comfortable custom fit and good noise isolation. The Koss Earplug Speakers are an affordable way to experiment with sound... they are just foam earplugs with quality, built-in speakers, and they’re perfect for use in places with high levels of outside noise. Affordable, comfortable, effective. Not for Riding Use because you might get in an accident if you miss any road noises. (What about cars with air conditioning, lots of sound insulation, and big stereo systems? What about those, huh?). 4’ cord.

#3081 $19.00

“For the longest time I tried to stretch my work ear plug over my ear phones so I could get noise blocked while at the same time hearing something to ease the boredom. Then wala these came along. Its was like someone read my mind and solved the problem. I’ve been using these for more than a decade. They don’t come any better, that is the sound, than the over-priced fancy looking ones. Heavier cable and a different jack could improved the durability . The big plus for any earphone is the high tech foam that delivers the lows that make this im my opinion the best earbuds ever. Try a pair and be impressed.” —Review by augie
Helmets Speakers

Inexpensive, wafer thin, compact, felt-lined stereo speakers that press into your helmet's ear pockets or hang in the helmet lining with accompanying hook and loop pads. Both speakers plug into the included 40" cord, which features a spring clip for attaching anywhere. Reasonable sound quality, but the most important aspects are the low price and they fit anywhere. Plug directly into any device with a ¼" (3.5mm) headphone output jack. 2"×2"×.25", 1.75 oz.

#3915 $17.00

3D Bass Helmet Speakers

These helmet speakers pack a punch. A low, low-down in your bones punch. At only .5"×1.8", will fit any helmet and will improve the sound of whatever you've been listening to. A revolution in helmet audio technology. Comes with integrated hook & loop patches and detachable 25" connector cable with volume control. 3.5mm 1/8" headphone jack.

#3967 $57.00

"Bought a pair almost 2 years ago. Used in Nolan 102 and replacement 103, with iPod Clickwheel, now Shuffle. Sensitive enough to stop using amplifier, even with Cardo G4 speakers on top. Liked em so much just replaced the set in my wife's helmet with the same. Could they be louder? Of course but I still like to here what's going on around me. Like the volume control just below the helmet. No problems from my end." — Review by James

"I bought a set of these 2 years ago, since then I have logged over 11,000 miles and these have always been on. I use the Boosaroo amp to help drive them from my MP3 player.

"I find that these work very well, you will not be able to listen to an audio book and hear every word crystal clear, but I can enjoy my favorite albums and have the piece of mind that I can still hear my bike and what's going on around me.

"I have been very happy with them and will buy another set if and when my first set wear out." — Review by 990 Adventure Rider

Earphone Cords

Perfect for making the connection to your helmet or earphones. Stretchy, light, and flexible, yet still substantial enough to hold up to stress and wind turbulence. The two foot is just long enough to perfectly connect tank bag or bar mount audio to helmet or ear speakers. Length listed is coiled (not stretched). 3.5mm (1/8") plug and jack ends.

1' #2368 $5.00
2' #2353 $5.00
3' #2369 $6.00
4' #2313 $6.00

3.5mm EarSpeaker Splitter

This 3.5mm headphone cord splitter works great, and allows two listeners to share the same audio. Sharing is nice.

#4353 $9.00

"I purchased a set of these prior to my annual trip from my home in Minnesota to Peoria, IL for the TT races. They performed exceptionally well once they were properly aligned inside my helmet. They performed equally as well on my other annual trip to Springfield, IL for the Mile races. And you guessed it, they performed equally well on my trip to the Indy GP. In between going to watch other people ride motorcycles better than me I have to go to work. That involves a 120 mile round trip commute each and every day. These speakers work amazingly well for my daily ride also... These speakers deliver fantastic sound quality, have held up to approximately 8,000 miles of relatively high speed use and are stupid easy to mount...They are fantastic and the purchase price makes them even more so." — Review by Rick Waschek

"Bought a pair almost 2 years ago. Used in Nolan 102 and replacement 103, with iPod Clickwheel, now Shuffle. Sensitive enough to stop using amplifier, even with Cardo G4 speakers on top. Liked em so much just replaced the set in my wife's helmet with the same. Could they be louder? Of course but I still like to here what's going on around me. Like the volume control just below the helmet. No problems from my end." — Review by James

"I bought a set of these 2 years ago, since then I have logged over 11,000 miles and these have always been on. I use the Boosaroo amp to help drive them from my MP3 player.

"I find that these work very well, you will not be able to listen to an audio book and hear every word crystal clear, but I can enjoy my favorite albums and have the piece of mind that I can still hear my bike and what's going on around me.

"I have been very happy with them and will buy another set if and when my first set wear out." — Review by 990 Adventure Rider

"I purchased a set of these prior to my annual trip from my home in Minnesota to Peoria, IL for the TT races. They performed exceptionally well once they were properly aligned inside my helmet. They performed equally as well on my other annual trip to Springfield, IL for the Mile races. And you guessed it, they performed equally well on my trip to the Indy GP. In between going to watch other people ride motorcycles better than me I have to go to work. That involves a 120 mile round trip commute each and every day. These speakers work amazingly well for my daily ride also... These speakers deliver fantastic sound quality, have held up to approximately 8,000 miles of relatively high speed use and are stupid easy to mount...They are fantastic and the purchase price makes them even more so." — Review by Rick Waschek

"Bought a pair almost 2 years ago. Used in Nolan 102 and replacement 103, with iPod Clickwheel, now Shuffle. Sensitive enough to stop using amplifier, even with Cardo G4 speakers on top. Liked em so much just replaced the set in my wife's helmet with the same. Could they be louder? Of course but I still like to here what's going on around me. Like the volume control just below the helmet. No problems from my end." — Review by James

"I bought a set of these 2 years ago, since then I have logged over 11,000 miles and these have always been on. I use the Boosaroo amp to help drive them from my MP3 player.

"I find that these work very well, you will not be able to listen to an audio book and hear every word crystal clear, but I can enjoy my favorite albums and have the piece of mind that I can still hear my bike and what's going on around me.

"I have been very happy with them and will buy another set if and when my first set wear out." — Review by 990 Adventure Rider

"I purchased a set of these prior to my annual trip from my home in Minnesota to Peoria, IL for the TT races. They performed exceptionally well once they were properly aligned inside my helmet. They performed equally as well on my other annual trip to Springfield, IL for the Mile races. And you guessed it, they performed equally well on my trip to the Indy GP. In between going to watch other people ride motorcycles better than me I have to go to work. That involves a 120 mile round trip commute each and every day. These speakers work amazingly well for my daily ride also... These speakers deliver fantastic sound quality, have held up to approximately 8,000 miles of relatively high speed use and are stupid easy to mount...They are fantastic and the purchase price makes them even more so." — Review by Rick Waschek

"Bought a pair almost 2 years ago. Used in Nolan 102 and replacement 103, with iPod Clickwheel, now Shuffle. Sensitive enough to stop using amplifier, even with Cardo G4 speakers on top. Liked em so much just replaced the set in my wife's helmet with the same. Could they be louder? Of course but I still like to here what's going on around me. Like the volume control just below the helmet. No problems from my end." — Review by James

"I bought a set of these 2 years ago, since then I have logged over 11,000 miles and these have always been on. I use the Boosaroo amp to help drive them from my MP3 player.

"I find that these work very well, you will not be able to listen to an audio book and hear every word crystal clear, but I can enjoy my favorite albums and have the piece of mind that I can still hear my bike and what's going on around me.

"I have been very happy with them and will buy another set if and when my first set wear out." — Review by 990 Adventure Rider

"I purchased a set of these prior to my annual trip from my home in Minnesota to Peoria, IL for the TT races. They performed exceptionally well once they were properly aligned inside my helmet. They performed equally as well on my other annual trip to Springfield, IL for the Mile races. And you guessed it, they performed equally well on my trip to the Indy GP. In between going to watch other people ride motorcycles better than me I have to go to work. That involves a 120 mile round trip commute each and every day. These speakers work amazingly well for my daily ride also... These speakers deliver fantastic sound quality, have held up to approximately 8,000 miles of relatively high speed use and are stupid easy to mount...They are fantastic and the purchase price makes them even more so." — Review by Rick Waschek

"Bought a pair almost 2 years ago. Used in Nolan 102 and replacement 103, with iPod Clickwheel, now Shuffle. Sensitive enough to stop using amplifier, even with Cardo G4 speakers on top. Liked em so much just replaced the set in my wife's helmet with the same. Could they be louder? Of course but I still like to here what's going on around me. Like the volume control just below the helmet. No problems from my end." — Review by James

"I bought a set of these 2 years ago, since then I have logged over 11,000 miles and these have always been on. I use the Boosaroo amp to help drive them from my MP3 player.

"I find that these work very well, you will not be able to listen to an audio book and hear every word crystal clear, but I can enjoy my favorite albums and have the piece of mind that I can still hear my bike and what's going on around me.

"I have been very happy with them and will buy another set if and when my first set wear out." — Review by 990 Adventure Rider

"I purchased a set of these prior to my annual trip from my home in Minnesota to Peoria, IL for the TT races. They performed exceptionally well once they were properly aligned inside my helmet. They performed equally as well on my other annual trip to Springfield, IL for the Mile races. And you guessed it, they performed equally well on my trip to the Indy GP. In between going to watch other people ride motorcycles better than me I have to go to work. That involves a 120 mile round trip commute each and every day. These speakers work amazingly well for my daily ride also... These speakers deliver fantastic sound quality, have held up to approximately 8,000 miles of relatively high speed use and are stupid easy to mount...They are fantastic and the purchase price makes them even more so." — Review by Rick Waschek
BICYCLE COMPUTER/SPEEDOMETER
More accuracy than original equipment speedos and neat to be able to see your seasonal and annual big trip mileage independently and without calculation. Several separate odometer logs include auto stop/start, current speed, average speed, maximum speed, and average speed comparison. Trip distance, total distance, ride timer, stopwatch, thermometer and a clock. All these functions can be reset independently of each other.

This backlit LCD speedo reads up to 199 mph (or kph). And a button battery supplies power for a full year of riding and is easy to replace. Watertight construction ensures durability. Also features a backup storage chip and PC connectivity for trip data analysis. Instructions explain easy and precise calibration. Includes a sending kit with an extra long pickup wire. 1.5"×1.75"×.5".

# 2151 $45.00
Light #2133 $10.00

MOTORCYCLE COMPUTER/ SPEEDOMETER
With this one you get a longer, studier wire to the wheel sensor and a tougher mounting system than a bicycle cyclometer. You also get a pin-point accurate speedometer with features for everyday rides and long trips.

Stores data to let you measure average speed, maximum speed, acceleration, trip distance/time, braking distance and even a quarter-mile Drag Race format, including top speed and time. Even has a clock.

Large, easy to read 1.25"×1.34" LCD screen with push-button backlight function. Included CR 2450 battery lasts up to four years before needing replacement. Simple installation with included bracket and mounting materials and extra long sensor cable. Water tight construction ensures durability. Easy to icalibrate to your bike's exact wheel circumference. Measures max speed up to 250MPH.

# 2166 $ 67.00

SPEEDOHEALER
Factory motorcycle speedometers are notorious for over-reading by as much as 10%. This compact, weatherproof and easy to install device makes it easy to calibrate your speedo to read 100% accurately, down to .001 increments and provide precise distance readings. Corrects speed and odometer discrepancies that result from gear or sprocket changes. Dual-bank memory allows for push-button switching for road/track settings when changing gearing or wheel sizes. Also over-rides top speed limiters found on some speed restricted motorcycles. Includes wired remote control button that can be mounted to handlebars for easy access. Change from KM/H to MPH with the press of a button. Compatible with all motorcycles using non-cable driven speedometers. 1.9"×1.2"×.6". Weighs 1.27 oz.

#4429 $109.00

5-FUNCTION DIGITAL METER
Info galore in a compact, digital format that could fit nicely in your bikes’ cockpit. Two thermometers incorporating an ice/freeze alert, a voltage meter, a three-LED battery volt meter, and a combination clock/stopwatch that operates in either 12 or 24 hour format. A “black ice” alert flashes when that hazardous road condition threatens. Temperature minimums and maximums can be stored in memory and cleared easily. Not extreme weatherproof unless modified (open, fill with silicon sealant, close.) 5.5"×1"×.75".

#4632 $37.00

“If you like to ride 8 mph over, be sure you are doing exactly 8 mph over.”
HYGROMETER + THERMOMETER

This matchbook-sized unit allows you to accurately monitor ambient humidity and temperature at the same time on its easy-to-read oversized display. Can stand on its own or stick to any surface with included double-stick tape. Operates on one watch battery (included). Really fun to see the humidity slowly increase from many miles away to 90% or more as you approach rain. Note: not “extreme waterproof” unless modified. (Disassemble, silicone seal.) 2”×1.5”×.6”, 1 oz.

#4266 $17.00

WATERPROOF MICRO CLOCK

An accurate, durable, easy-to-read liquid-filled compass that simply clips onto any 3⁄8” or 1” handlebar. Luminous 1” floating dial on jeweled pivot provides smooth rotation. Clip is easy to remove for accurate readings away from steel motorcycle parts.

Also as durable as the compass is an easy to read, liquid filled -20°F to +120°F thermometer. It too clips onto any 3⁄8” or 1” handlebar. One inch diameter dial.

The clock clip is specially made for us and features a sweep-second quartz movement that is not really intended for outdoor use but the prototype survived two seasons on Ed’s 500 single so we think it’s OK. YMMV, however.

Compass #2203 $10.00
Thermometer #2212 $10.00
Clock #4230 $18.00
Set of All Three SAVE $6.00 #4282 $32.00

LIQUID CRYSTAL TEMPERATURE STRIPS

These UV, water resistant, adhesive strips precisely and reliably display the temperature. They permanently mount anywhere with adhesive backing or for a temporary mount, adhesive hook & loop is included. Perfect for a tank bag map window or the left sleeve hook and loop on Roadcrafter and Darien Suits. Four strips: 26°–56°F, 58°–88°F, and 90°–120°F in 2° increments, and 15°–100°F in 5° increments. 5”×0.5” each.

#4226 $12.00
**60MM POCKET SUNDIAL**

Retro-cool precision in solid brass and steel, based on the Universal Equinoctial ring sundial used by ancient sailors and mathematicians. The outer and inner rings pivot and adjust for accuracy and fold flat for easy transport in a pocket. Beautifully engraved numbering and lettering finished with a black ink coating make it easy to read and give this instrument a timeless appearance. Can be used around the world to quickly and accurately indicate the local solar time, and also functions as a sun compass and a model of the world.

You really don’t need one of these, but pulling it out at the campsite or rest-stop will seriously trump all of the latest modern digital farkles and draw both smiles and an audience wanting to see how it works. Beautiful to handle and satisfying to use. (Excuse me, do you have the time? Why yes, I do.) Fusion-reactor powered. Includes instruction manual. 2.36” diameter. 1.4 oz.

#3209 $39.00

---

**SUUNTO VECTOR COMPUTER**

The original. Not only does it tell time in 12 or 24 hour formats, it has a stopwatch, a countdown timer and a calendar. Tells you where you are with a highly accurate digital compass that shows bearings in degrees or half-cardinal points, a declination adjustment and a level window to get the unit within +/- 2-3 degree accuracy. The compass has a bearing tracking function which displays the locked bearing, the actual bearing, and the difference between them. An altimeter, the Vector will tell the altitude to 29,500 feet in 10 foot divisions and relay the rate of ascent or descent in feet or meters per minute. An automatic 24-hour memory stores altitude and ascent/descent rates. Barometer feature displays full range of atmospheric pressure. A differential measurement allows zeroing of the barometer following overnight changes, and a 4-day log provides data on the pressure changes in hour intervals for the last six hours elapsed, then in six hour intervals. All this is packaged in a waterproof housing that is electroluminescently backlit. An amazing amount of useful data acquisition in a compact package. Black or Black/Yellow. 1.9 oz. 1.25” Face Dia.

#2132 $199.00

---

**AERO® MOUNT KIT**

Here’s a handy, inexpensive way to easily mount switches, accessories and other such farkle to your motorcycle. Find the desired mounting location and zip into place with the included heavy-duty mounting strap. (You may also use a worm-type stainless hose clamp, not included.) Includes 4 mounts, 8 straps and 8 pieces of shrink tube wrap. Place the shrink tube near the lock and it will grip your handlebars a lot tighter. 1/4” diameter mounting hole.

#4999 $15.00
**36MM ULTRALIGHT FIELD WATCH**

An abundance of elaborate, high-end military field watches are available today, made with state-of-the-art materials and loaded with advanced features. This watch ain't one of them, but it is a nice, affordable analog timepiece, in a tought resin case, with such practical features as: Accurate Japanese quartz movement, date function and water resistant to 100 feet.

The black nylon band fits comfortably around the wrist, or with an additional hole or two punched in it, can be adapted to secure around your handlebars. The medium size black watch face has a 1.25" diameter with white luminescent numbers and dials for easy reading day or night. Added value comes in the packaging, a surprisingly rugged, transparent, water resistant plastic case perfect for storing phones, portable electronics, a wallet or sunglasses. Case measures 6"×3.25"×1.5".

**CLASSIC Ti FIELD WATCHES**

A solid titanium case with an anti-reflective tempered mineral crystal, oversize superluminous numbers (and hands) and a shoulder guarded screw-down crown. Now check out the price.

This modern interpretation of the classic field watch makes sense. It’s light, tough, waterproof and inexpensive. Its accurate V-Series movement offers a prolonged battery life of about 4-5 years, there is a date function, and the case is tested waterproof to 330 ft. Choose Black or Brown stitched leather band. Men’s 1.25" Face Dia., Women’s 1" Face Dia.

**30 & 36MM Ti ALARM WATCHES**

Solid titanium construction and an alarm! What more could you possibly want? An H2? Quiet back there... This is another fine, simply designed and robustly built timepiece made for years of service. Water-resistant to 330 ft. and featuring Black-out Superluminous technology which automatically keeps the dial backlit up to 8 hours, this watch is right at home on the wrist of any rider. The quartz movement moves hands on a clear, easy to read dial. Simple. Brown stitched leather strap.

**CLASSIC WATER RESISTANT LCD DIGITAL WATCH**

Tried and true style great for everyday wear, or pair with handlebar mount (#2143) to add an all-weather, easy to read clock to your bike. Features include daily alarm, hourly time signal, auto calendar and stop watch features. LCD display with push-button micro light for night time viewing. Select 12/24 hour formats. Water resistant resin design and construction has proven functional and durable for over 27 years. The replaceable CR2016 button battery lasts up to 7 years. A true classic, inexpensive and feature loaded chronograph ready to track your riding time for many years and thousands of miles. Body measures 1.5"x1.38"x.34". Black with replaceable resin band.

**WRISTWATCH BAR MOUNT**

This shaped neoprene hard foam block puts a Suunto wrist computer (or any similar sized wristwatch) on your handlebars. Adjustable viewing angle.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>#2188</td>
<td>$18.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#219 $29.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#2143</td>
<td>$12.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#2154/56</td>
<td>$135.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#2157</td>
<td>$135.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#2158/59</td>
<td>$185.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#2188</td>
<td>$18.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#2143</td>
<td>$12.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>